Please note that the warning sticker is placed on the toddler bed to keep parents and caregivers informed it is a requirement by law under CPSC And ASTM. We do apologize for any inconvenience this may cause you.

CAUTION: ANY MATTRESS USED IN THIS TODDLER BED MUST BE AT LEAST 51-5/8 INCHES (131CM) BY 27-1/4 INCHES (69CM) WITH A THICKNESS OF AT LEAST 4 INCHES (10CM) BUT NOT EXCEEDING 5 INCHES (12.5CM). INFANTS CAN SUFFOCATE IN GAPS BETWEEN CRIB SIDES AND A MATTRESS THAT IS TOO SMALL.

⚠️ WARNING:

**** KEEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE ****
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ASSEMBLY

CAUTION: BEFORE USING THIS TODDLER BED, RECHECK ALL SCREWS TO BE SURE THAT THEY ARE TIGHTENED SECURELY. A PERIODICAL CHECK SHOULD BE MADE TO CONFIRM THAT ALL SCREWS & NUTS REMAIN TIGHT.

DO NOT SUSPEND STRINGS OVER THE TODDLER BED OR ATTACH STRINGS TO TOYS.
**DO NOT** place the toddler bed near a window where cords from blinds or drapes can strangle a child.

**DO NOT** tie pacifier, necklaces, or any other items around a child’s neck or on the parts of toddler bed. This could cause strangulation.

**DO NOT** add a pillow, comforter, or padding, infants can suffocate on soft bedding.

Before each usage or assembly, inspect the toddler bed for damaged hardware, loose joints, missing parts, or sharp edges.

**DO NOT** use the toddler bed if any parts are missing or broken. Ask your dealer or write to Dream On Me for replacement of the parts and instructional literature if needed.

**DO NOT** substitute any parts.

If refinishing, use a non-toxic finish specified for children’s products. To clean, wash with mild soap and a damp cloth.

To store, keep in a cool, dry place.

**DO NOT** use the toddler bed if the space between bed and solid objects as a wall or dresser is more than 12 inches (31cm). A child could slide into a small space and suffocate.

**DO NOT** use the toddler bed for infants. This toddler bed is not a substitute for a crib. The toddler bed is for a child between the age of 15 months and 5 years with a maximum weight of 50 pounds (23kg).

**DO NOT** use a water mattress with this product.
HARDWARE AND TOOL DIAGRAM

(a) Bolt 3” 18 PCS
(b) Barrel Nut 18 PCS
(c) Allen Wrench 1 PC
(d) Bolt 1-3/5” 12 PCS
(e) 1-3/5” Wood Dowel 20 PCS
(f) Selfdrilling screw 8 PCS
(g) Stopper 16PCS
(j) 2-2/5” Wood Dowel 4 PCS

COMPONENT PARTS

(A1) Left (A2) Right
(B1) Left (B2) Right
(A) Headboard Leg 2PCS
(B) Footboard Leg 2PCS

(G) Top rail 2 PCS
(H) Bottom rail 4 PCS
(J) Side Bar 2 PCS
(K) Side Bar 2 PCS
(L) Cross Middle Bar 1 PC
(M) Cross Bar 8 PCS
(C1) Right Bed Rail
(C2) Left Bed Rail
(C) Bed Rail 2 PCS

FLAT HEAD SCREWDRIVER REQUIRED FOR ASSEMBLY - NOT INCLUDE
**STEP# 1**

Press the stopper (g) into the bottom rail (H) with slat (D), connect the slat (D) to the rail without warning label (H).

**STEP# 2**

Using the bolt (d) and the wood dowel (e) to connect the left leg (A1) and right leg (A2) to top rail (G) and rail (H); Note: put the rail with warning label down and inside that makes your crib better.

**STEP# 3**

Press the stopper (g) into the bottom rail (H) with slat (E), connect the slat (E) to the rail (H).

**STEP# 4**

Using the bolt (d) and the wood dowel (e) to connect the left leg (B1) and right leg (B2) to top rail (G) and rail (H); Note: put the rail with warning label down and inside that makes your crib better.
STEP# 5

Connect the side bar (J1&J2) to the side bar (K) by wood dowels (j).

STEP# 6

Connect the side bar (J1&J2) to the side bar (K) by L metal plates (h) and selfdrilling screws (f).

Note: When attach the L metal plates (h), make sure the holes on the L metal plates (h) match to the holes on the side bar (J&K). Then tighten the selfdrilling screws (f).
**STEP# 7**

Insert the cross bar (L&M) to the left side bar (J1&K). then attach the split legs (F) to the cross middle bar (L) by bolts (a) and barrel nuts (b).

**STEP# 8**

Insert the cross bar (H&G) to the right side bar (J2&K). then attach the split legs (F) to the cross middle bar (L) by bolts (a) and barrel nuts (b).
STEP# 9
Connect the headboard Leg (A1) to the left side bar (J1) using bolts (a) and Barrel Nuts(b). The right side bar (J2) use the same way.

STEP# 10
Connect the side bar (K) to the footboard Leg (B1) by using bolts (a) and barrel nuts (b). The footboard leg (B2) use the same way.
STEP# 11

1. Connect left bed rail (C1) to the left side bar (J1) using bolt (d), then connect the left bed rail (C1) to the headboard leg (A1) by using bolts (a)&(d) and barrel nut (b).

2. Connect right bed rail (C2) to the right side bar (J2) using bolt (d), then connect the right bed rail (C2) to the headboard leg (A2) by using bolts (a)&(d) and barrel nut (b).